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1. Culture
Establishing a clear Company Culture that establishes the importance of D&I 
internally and externally should show up through:
- Vision
- Values
- Vision/Mission statements
- Behaviours
- Performance Management system
Note: referencing the above in online content, including social media, is an 
important part of positioning the importance of D&I to your company

Board / Senior 
Management 
/ HR

2. D&I Policy
A policy lays the ground work for your entire organisation and a critical first 
step to promoting inclusive recruitment

HR

3. D&I training 
Imperitive to educated on addressing biases and prejudices within the 
workplace, particularly managers who make hiring decisions. This does 
not mean only delivering ‘Unconscious Bias’ training, something as a stand 
alone has been proven to make no change in behaviours. Think more 
broadly and make it relatable to your organisational culutre and needs

HR

4. Build D&I into your employer brand
Building your stance on D&I within your employer branding is essential to 
promoting it to new talent and engagign existing employees to support your 
efforts. You can do this through:
General:
- The language and imagery you use consistently across relevant social 
channels eg your website careers page, LinkedIn and other social media 
platforms 
- Be open about being an LGBTQ+ ally and how your company does this 
- Advertise your roles through alternative channels eg LGBTQ+ networks 
and ally networks activities, community groups, Church groups, cultural 
institutions, colleges and Non-Profits. 
- Only use the rainbow logo if your organisation truly is LGBTQ+ inclusive 
- Work with organisations such as Stonewall (UK) and InterEnergy (UK) to 
ensure policies are inclusive of this community 
- Role model articles on LinkedIn and social media that demonstrate your 
commitment level 
- Take an active part in and publish Gender, Ethnicity and disability data
Sign the race at work charter and work towards each of the 5 key 
areas: 
- Appoint an engaged and commited Executive Sponsor for Race 
- Capture ethnicity data and publicise progress 
- Commit at board level to zero tolerance of harassment and bullying 
- Make clear that supporting equality in the workplace starts with assigning 
responsibility to all leaders and managers with employees following their 
example 
- Take action that supports ethnic minority career progression eg 
programmes, forums, policy, procedural changes, reasonable adjustments 
made in the office space etc 
- Ring fence internships for competent ethnic minority candidates 
- Implement ethnically diverse interview panels and candidate slates
Website imagery:
- Advertising materials should show photos of real employees reflecting 
current diversity. Ensure website conveys inclusivity by highlighting minority 
staff but avoid using stock photos or same minority employee’s photos as 
this looks tokenistic
Note: A survey by Deloitte found that 80% of workers consider inclusion 
important when choosing an employer

Board / Senior 
Management  
for decisions

Communications 
/ Investor 
Relations / 
Marketing / HR

Ally Network
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5. Differently abled adjustments made
 - Work towards becoming a ‘Disability Confident’ employer, applied for via 
the UK Government scheme 
 - Speak to your Facilitites Management and HSES Team to assess the 
readiness of your office space eg has it evolved to accommodate our new 
way of working remotely, impacts on hearing impaired employees being in 
office environments where they are now surrounded by people talking on 
Teams/ZOOM calls for longer periods and more loudly, do you have enough 
Fire Wardens and First Aiders in the office to accommodate a fire drill 
scenario etc”

Facilities 
Management / 
HSES / HR
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6. Identify hiring needs
It’s critical that the Company, Department and Hiring Manager are very clear 
on: 
- The exact role you need, the responsibilitites and challenges 
- The part the role will play in the future of the organisation 
- The potential impact the role can/will have on strategic goals and how you 
will support the employee to succeed 
- Track number of CV’s received based on gender split and ensure a 
minimum of 2 competent female candidates are listed
Without this all carefully mapped out, agreed and signed off at all necessary 
levels you can find yourself in a situation where no amount of employer 
branding can fix the terrible candidate experience...sometimes before you’ve 
even met them!”

Senior 
Management 
/ HR

7. Recruitment Strategy
Each Company needs to be clear on their strategy before any recruitment is 
done. For example, consider: 
- do you need short term Contractors or Consultants for short periods to help 
and support your existing core teams during busy periods? 
- does your need feel longer term, with a broader impact, critical skills like 
influencing internal/external clients and negotiating skills that all require a 
longer term effort? 
- Do you need to implement a ‘Master Services Agreement’ (MSP) with a 
preferred Recruitment Agency to allow you to scale and manage recruitment 
more effectovely as well as get access to more diverse candidates? 
- consider using diverse job boards, networks and ally network activities to 
to tap into a more diverse pool of talent by advertising roles on these job 
boards eg LGBTQ+ and AFBE 
- Give an alternative option for people applying for jobs who struggle with 
online recruitment 
- Remove CV bias by asking your HR Team to remove identifiable 
information from applications to ensure impartiality 
- Innovative advertising - this can look like excluding CV’s in earlier stages, 
embracing all social media, using virtual reality & videos describing the job in 
more detail 
- Time, beign reactive, shouldn’t be the primary driver when hiring. Allow 
more time to find candidate and making the right hiring decision rather than 
filling the role quickly”

Senior 
Management 
/ HR

Ally Network

8. Establish inclusive hiring metrics
Ensures measurable outcomes, creates accountability and gives a 
framework for continuous improvement eg to increase employee net 
promoter scores (ENPS) by 20% within 12months (this is generated from 
employee engagement surveys)

Senior 
Management 
/ HR

Ally Network
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9. Job Description - Review the language and criteria
Language:
- Review all JD’s for non-inclusive phrases can increase your diversity hiring 
up to 80%.  
- Ensure job titles for all roles are clear, appropriate for the level of 
responsibility and level  
- Using gender neutral alternative words can make a real difference.For 
example: 
- Instead of ‘Analysis’ consider using: Investigation, study, test research or 
data  
- Phrases like “strong English language skills”” may deter non-natives 
- Readability check to ensure adverts are written in plain English 
- Subscribe to applications that help your job adverts appeal to wider range 
of audiences by checking the language you use in them
Criteria:
- Ensure that that the JD is well written and draws on the key elements 
truly neded for the job eg putting degree rankings in as a must or years of 
experience when it isn’t essential to the job getting done  
- Covid-19 and remote working has opened up more roles to people who 
may prefer working from home locations – consider offering remote working 
options 
- Introduce accessibility tools on the Company careers page and website to 
provide more options for neuro diverse candidates 
- Consider job titles and that using “senior” can imply that the role is for 
older people only 
- Become an age inclusive employer – external organisation such as Age 
Scotland can support employers to become more age inclusive

Hiring Manager 
/ HR

10. Hire for future predictors for success, not just past performance
The world is changing at such a pace that past experience can no longer 
be the main predictor of future performance. Especially now that the future 
of work has changed so much since the global pandemic hit. Make this 
mindset shift to start accessing wider, more diverse pools of candidates and 
get out of the loop of hiring based on a CV but ultimately firing people based 
on behaviors.

Hiring Manager 
/ HR

11. Interview process
Important points to consider bfore running an interview: 
- Ensure you always accommodate any requests for people who are 
differently abled well ahead of the scheduled interview eg “What can we 
provide to help you do your job better if you were to join our organisation?” 
- Make all efforts to create a gender and/or ethnically diverse interview panel  
- Set up an environment that puts the candidate at ease and not like they are 
infront of a cold and unfriendly panel who aren’t prepared or present 
- Keep competency at the forefront of the interview process by setting and 
asking all candidates the same questions using the same scoring against the 
same set of criteria 
- Use a live/recent business problem in the interview to solve together and 
really see how they work through challenges but also celebrate the wins, as 
opposed to interogation techniques, firing off cold direct questions, trying to 
find threats or catch them out 
- Do not ‘oversell the job’ as this impacts the candidates level of trust and 
respect in the Company brand if they do take the job and find it’s very 
different 
- Be present, ensure the recruitment team and process is there to help, be 
transparent, and remember behind every resume is a human 
- Maintain what we have learned during the pandemic and continue to 
offer the option of having video interviews to allow for flexibility, personal 
preferences and account for caring responsibilities or travelling distance
Note: The interview you are conducting today is just another business 
meeting but could be the biggest thing in the world right now for the 
candidate
Remember: No amount of employer branding will ever fix a terrible 
candidate experience.”

Hiring Manager 
/ HR
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12. Post Interview
- Screen and shortlist candidates 
- Consistently and fairly evaluate and make the offer 
- Notify unsuccessful candidates as soon as possible after the interview”

Hiring Manager 
/ HR

13. Promote workplace flexibility
- Done through sharing all company policies that promote workplace 
flexibility and will assist in attracting and retaining diverse talent and 
promoting a diverse and inclusice workforce. This can cover, working hours, 
options to work from home, job-sharing, Flex Day Schemes, Parental leave 
and purchasing additional leave. These should all be advertised on the 
Company website clearly and the detail made accessible for employees on 
your Intranet pages

Hiring Manager 
/ HR

14. Use a hiring matrix
- A document for objectively assessing applicants qualifications and 
experience based only on job-related criteria eg a list of key skills, 
knowledge or other requirements, a score for each candidate on a scale of 
1-5 for each role requirement

Hiring Manager 
/ HR

15. Review and improve your processes
- Regularly review your processes against the inclusion metrics you 
identified to track how you are perfoming and continue to adjust periodically 
to meet your goals 
 - Survey (short pulse survey) new starts every 3 / 6 / 12 months after 
they start in order to gain valuable insight into the whole recruitment and 
onboardig process”

Hiring Manager 
/ HR
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16. Onboard new employee
Ensure that there is a fully established Induction processes that every 
employee is taken through upon starting and that it covers D&I where 
relevant throughout the materials/session

HR

17. STEM events
Promoting careers through various STEM events by using your skilled 
employees as ambassadors eg TechFest – challenge for school teams and 
applying STEM skills to real life situation

HR / Relevant 
Employee 
Groups

18. Staff Groups
Ensure you advertise the various internal groups that are available for 
employees to join or get involved in through your internal channels 
Ensure each group has direction, an action plan with targets and a budget 
to enable progress

HR / Relevant 
Employee 
Groups
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19. L&D and Talent Management
Transparent promotion process supported by:
- Talent management / career ladder framework clearly articulated to staff 
and how this links into performance managment, career development plans, 
succession planning and strategy
- Competency Framework, techincal and management pathways, available 
for all employees to see
- Clear succession planning process in place where identified staff are aware 
where they sit on the plan, what their development steps are to get there and 
how the organisation will help them get there
- Supportive of employee career development initiatives through allocation 
of budget, Coaching or Mentoring opportunities, training on and off the job, 
lunch and learns, stretch opportunities, shadowing to name a few
- Utilise 360 or 180 Degree Feedback processes to allow for more focused 
development efforts
- Create/procure development programmes for Managers and Leaders
- Ensure you have training development programmes, tools or modules for 
all levels, catering for diverse development needs

HR /  
All Managers

20. Retention
Focus on clear and transparent commincations around: 
- Reward framework, ensuring the process is clear, transparent and easily 
found and understood by all employees 
- Internal vacancies and how they should be open to all staff and have no 
qualifying periods 
- Employee Recognition programmes in place that allow for ‘spot awards’, or 
‘feedback’ in real time and acknowledge how an individual has performed or 
demonstrated company Values or behaviours in a stand out way. This can be 
boosted if linked into your performance management process 
- Ensure your employees have access to employee groups where they can 
give feedback, have their voice heard and help shape future initiatives that 
make your organisation an even better place to work”

HR /  
All Managers
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